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PART I (Technical Support, March 2001) examined
how to set up incoming mail on Linux for

S/390 as well as some of the issues related to setting up a cen-
tralized mail server in an enterprise. This month’s article
examines remote mailbox access using desktop systems and
remote mail clients. This application allows users to read and
compose messages in environments that are familiar
to them and requires no specialized knowledge
of Linux or the mainframe platform.

ORIGINS OF POP3

POP3, the Post Office Protocol
version 3 (developed at MIT in the
early 1980s), is one of the most
popular methods for retrieving
messages remotely and displaying
them on a desktop system. The
concept behind the protocol is like
having a mailbox at the local post
office: You walk in, open the box using a
combination or a key, take the messages out
of the box, and close the mailbox. Then, you
walk out of the post office to read the messages, and
you write responses from a nearby park bench. This analogy
holds true for mail retrieval: The POP protocol provides a
method for a client application (usually running on a PC or
workstation) to connect to a remote server, to list and copy
mail messages to a local disk, and to disconnect. The application
can then be run on the local copy, allowing the user to read,
delete or store messages in local files (sometimes referred to
as folders) without needing access to the remote server. POP
does not address the issue of sending mail; instead, POP
emulates an SMTP client, just as sendmail does. POP merely
tackles the issue of retrieving mail from a remote server.

Figure 1 demonstrates how a POP server is related to the
full enterprise mail system. It is a separate process from the
delivery of mail, requiring only a way to authenticate users
and access to the files where incoming mail is stored.

POP has gone through several revisions; revision 3 is by
far the most popular, although there may still be a few POP2

implementations in existence. To support POP3, you
need a client application such as Microsoft

Outlook, Outlook Express, or Eudora, and a
server-side application to read the user’s

mailbox file and present it in a standard-
ized way. There are two popular POP3
server applications: one derived from
the original Berkeley UCB Pop
sources (the corresponding x86
version is supported by Qualcomm
and is known as “qpopper”), and the
POP compatibility support in the

University of Washington IMAP
server package. Next month’s issue will

examine IMAP in more detail. This article
will focus more on popper.

INSTALLING AND CONFIGURING POPPER

As with many Linux applications, you can install popper
several ways: via RPM (a standard installation package in
the Red Hat format) from your distribution vendor, over
the network, or by retrieving the qpopper tarball from
ftp.qualcomm.com. The package is conventionally named
“pop.rpm,” and on the SuSE 7.0 distribution it is found on
CD one as suse/n1/pop.rpm. You can use linemode RPM
commands to install popper as shown in Figure 2.

While there is little or no actual configuration of the popper
program, you will want to carefully examine several changes
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to the standard Linux system files that the
“popper” install makes. The popper instal-
lation alters the file /etc/services, which
configures the type of network service and
reserves a specific TCP or UDP port number
for a specific application. Port 110 is
assigned to the TCP service for POP3. You
should see an entry similar to the one shown
in Figure 3. Note that the /etc/services entry
defines the name of the protocol or appli-
cation, the port number, and the type of
connection supported (in almost all cases,
POP is used over TCP).

Connected with this entry is the file
/etc/inetd.conf. Inetd is the master application
that controls network services on Linux
(and all other Unix systems). /etc/inetd.conf
identifies which local application is to be
executed when a client attempts to connect
to a specific service. The standard entries
for POP3 and IMAP look similar to Figure
4. Note the connection with the entry in
/etc/services — the protocol named “pop3.”
The remainder of the line in the file indicates
a number of other parameters such as what
user to run as (root, in this case), whether
inetd should wait for the program to com-
plete before processing the next request,
and finally, the actual command string to
execute when the connection is made.

DEBUGGING AND TESTING

One of the greatest advantages of POP3 is
its simplicity. You need only a telnet client
to test POP3, and all the commands and
responses are text-oriented; no special tools
are required. To test the installation of your
server, see Figure 5 for an example of how
to log in and retrieve a list of messages
using a telnet client.

Note that the command responses begin
with “+OK,” which indicates that the
command is syntactically correct and sup-
ported on this server. In contrast, “-ERR”
indicates errors.

OPERATION ISSUES WITH POP3

While POP is ideal for highly mobile
users with intermittent LAN connections,
like laptop users or other remote users, POP
does have some drawbacks in areas where
computers may be shared between multiple
users, such as in labs. POP downloads and
stores the mail for a specific user on a local
disk. Since most desktop operating systems
have no file security, this allows anyone to

read mail downloaded on a local disk. It
also raises issues with desktop backups: If
your mail is stored on the desktop, what
happens if your local hard disk fails? For
this reason, most clients allow users to
leave mail on the server. However, a more
sophisticated access paradigm is necessary
to support common machines and labs.
IMAP will be discussed next month.

WHERE DOES THIS FIT?

Now, you may ask, “Once I’ve configured
this thing, what do I do with it?” In many
organizations, desktop electronic mail is
probably the most critical service, and
providing easy access to it in a standardized
manner can have a multitude of business
benefits. Typically, large organizations have
used commercial email servers such as MS
Exchange or Netscape SuiteSpot to support
enterprise-level mail services, primarily to
deal with issues of scalability and support,
but also in the illusion that these tools were
the only solution to scalability. Traditional

Unix-based mail systems have had some
severe limitations in terms of user interface
and number of users. However, if you run
Linux for S/390 in virtual machines, you
can address the issue of user limitation by
multiple server images. In addition, there
are many POP3-compatible standalone
and browser-based mail clients for little or
no cost per seat. For example, MS’s
Outlook Express is free for downloading,
and is pre-installed with Windows 98. If
you do a quick cost comparison, this
approach can result in a considerable cost
savings for the enterprise. In some cases,
the cost per seat of the client software and
any required licenses (compare at
$150/seat list for MS Exchange client
licenses) may more than compensate for
the cost of operations.

One popular ASP application is hosted
electronic mail. You can use the POP (and
IMAP) infrastructure and sendmail outgoing
servers to build very large user communities
using either web-based or client-based mail
servers at very low cost.
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FIGURE 1: AN ENTERPRISE MAIL SYSTEM

rpm    -1   /path/to/pop.rpm

FIGURE 2: INSTALLING THE “POPPER” PACKAGE USING RPM COMMANDS

pop3    110/tcp            # Post Office Protocol - Version 3

FIGURE 3: /ETC/SERVICES ENTRY FOR POP3 DAEMON

pop3    stream  tcp nowait  root    /usr/sbin/tcpd  /usr/sbin/popper -s    

FIGURE 4: /ETC/INETD.CONF ENTRY FOR POP3
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SUMMARY

POP provides a straightforward way to access mail stored on a
central server from desktop clients, which allows the mainframe to
provide rock-solid support for the critical electronic mail services
and functions required for desktop users. Next month, I will examine
IMAP, a solution that keeps all the mail in a central server and uses
transactions to update a central store. I will also demonstrate how
to build some enterprise applications using all three pieces of the
setup. See you next month!
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telnet gizmo.damien.net 110
Trying 222.222.222.222...
Connected to gizmo.damien.net.
Escape character is ‘^]’.
+OK QPOP (version 2.53) at gizmo starting.
user damien
+OK Password required for damien.
pass myimperialpassword
+OK damien has 23 messages (267301 octets).
list
+OK 23 messages (267301 octets)
1 521
2 4003
3 2173
4 1728
5 9610
6 3889
7 8565
8 155094
9 11492
10 3550
11 2826
12 1941
13 3306
14 2730
15 5230
16 12505
17 11309
18 6460
19 2031
20 5025
21 2799
22 3038
23 7476
.
quit
+OK Pop server at gizmo signing off.
Connection closed by foreign host.

FIGURE 5: DEBUGGING A SESSION WITH A POP3 SERVER


